Age-related changes in inter-joint coordination during walking.
Existing methods to assess inter-joint coordination in human walking have several important weaknesses. These methods are unable to define 1) the instantaneous changes in coordination within the stride cycle, 2) coordination between multiple joints, or 3) the coupling strength of joint rotations rather than their phase relationships. The present paper introduces a new method called generalized wavelet coherence analysis (GWCA) that solves these three fundamental limitations of previous methods. GWCA combines wavelet coherence analysis with a matrix correlation method to define instantaneous correlation coefficients as the coupling strength for an arbitrary number of joint rotations. The main purpose of the present study is to develop GWCA to quantify inter-joint coordination and thereby assess age-related differences in the coordination of human gaits. Nine young and 19 healthy older persons walked 5 min on a treadmill at three different gait speeds. Joint rotations of the lower extremities were assessed by a Vicon three-dimensional motion capture system. The main results indicated that the older group had significant weaker correlations (t-tests: P < 0.0001) in the preswing phase compared with the younger group for all gait speeds. The age-related differences in inter-joint coordination were more pronounced than the age-related differences in rotations of the individual joints. The intra-stride changes in inter-joint coordination were in agreement with recent findings of intra-stride modulations in neural activity in the sensorimotor cortex. Thus change in the inter-joint coordination assessed by GWCA might be an early indicator of functional decline.